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What is FIRST ® LEGO® League Jr.?
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FIRST ® LEGO® League Jr. is a fun STEM program for
teams of two to six kids ages 6 to 10. STEM stands
for science, technology, engineering, and math. Every
year there is a new, exciting subject. We call it the
“Challenge.” As part of a FIRST LEGO League Jr.
team, you will learn about the Challenge. Then you will design and build a Team Model
to show what you have learned. Using LEGO® Education WeDo 2.0, you will program at
least one motorized part of your model. You will also create a Show Me poster about your
journey of discovery. All teams practice the FIRST ® Core Values. These include innovation,
inclusion, and teamwork. At the end of the season, teams come together to share ideas
and have fun!

TE

Your coaches will guide you through the Explore,
Create, Test, and Share parts of the Challenge.
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MISSION MOONSM Challenge
Explore!
What do you need to know
about the Moon to live there?
What will you eat and drink?
How will you get energy?
How will you breathe? What
will you do for fun? What
other problems will you have
to solve?

Come with us to live on the Moon!
Countdown
to
Countdown
Countdown to
to
Countdown
to
SM
SM
SM!!
MISSION MOON
MOON
MISSION
MISSION
MOONSM
!!
MISSION
MOON
Let’s
Let’s
Let’s
Let’s
explore
the
explore
explore the
the
explore
the
challenges
of
living
challenges
challenges of
of living
living
challenges
of
living
on
the
Moon.
on
on the
the Moon.
Moon.
on
the
Moon.

We
need
your
We
We need
need your
your
We
need
your
ideas
to
help
build
ideas
to
help
ideas to
to help
help build
build
ideas
build
Moon
Base.
a
a Moon
Moon Base.
Base.
aa
Moon
Base.

Be sure
sure
to
Be
Be
sure to
to
Be
sure
to
share
what
share
share what
what
share
what
you
learn!
you
you learn!
learn!
you
learn!

Create and Test!
Design and build a Moon
Base. Use the LEGO®
rocket ship and other
elements from the Inspire
Set to help you. Show your
ideas for how to solve one
or more of the problems
you explored. Also be sure
to use LEGO® Education
WeDo 2.0 to build and
program at least one
motorized part of your
Moon Base.

Share!
Make a Show Me poster.
Use it and your Moon
Base to share what you
have learned with others.
Participate in an Expo,
invite your family and
friends to a special team
meeting, or share your
Engineering Notebook to
show what you know about
living on the Moon!
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Welcome to MISSION MOONSM! Are you ready to
fly into the future? And blast off into outer space?
You and your team are going to live on the Moon!
E
AT
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SESSION 1: Name Your Team

ST
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What do you know about the Moon? What else do you need
to
A R know to help you live there? What will you eat and drink?
E
TE
How will you get energy? How will you breathe? What other
problems will you have to solve?
Your team will explore these questions. You will create a Moon Base and Show Me poster
about what you learn. Then you will share your work. Throughout it all, your team must
always honor the FIRST ® Core Values.

FIRST ® Core Values
•	Discovery: We explore new skills
• Inclusion: We respect each other
and ideas.
and embrace our differences.
• Innovation: We use creativity and
• Teamwork: We are stronger when
persistence to solve problems.
we work together.
• Impact: We apply what we learn to • Fun: We enjoy and celebrate what
improve our world.
we do!
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Mini-Build 1: What is something you do well that will help your team?
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Mini-Build 2: What is your idea for a team name?

CRE name did your team choose?
What
E
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Draw your ideas for a MISSION MOON patch:
AR

TE
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SESSION 2: Rocket Ship to the Moon
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It’s the year 2050. Scientists still have a lot to learn about the Moon. Your team
was chosen to live and explore there. Your rocket ship was built to take you
there. You have just landed!
Countdown to
You will find that the Moon is very different from Earth.
There
is noSMair
! to breathe. There
MISSION
MOON
isA R no water to drink.
There is no food to eat. There are no homes to live in. There are no
E
TE
lights to turn on.

You can stay in your rocket ship for a little while. But soon you will need a better place
to live. You must build a Moon Base!
Your rocket ship has some supplies to help you. They are in four colored containers.
Each color stands for something you will need on the Moon. Blue is for water. Yellow is
for energy. White is for air. Green is for other things you might need.
Think about what could be inside each container. Be creative! How could these things
help you live on the Moon?

Be
sha
yo

Be sure to
share what
you
learn!
®
®
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Mini-Build: What is one thing you would like to bring to the Moon?

TE

Group 1: Build your LEGO® rocket ship!

Group 2: What could be inside each supply container?
How could these supplies help you live on the Moon?
Build a model that shows your ideas.

Water

Air

Energy

Other:
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SESSION 3: Be an Engineer
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Every mission to the Moon needs engineers. They design
solutions to problems: How will you get to the Moon? How
will you land once you get there? What kind of toilet will
work best on the Moon?
ST

SH

AR
You
too! You and your team can use the engineering
E are an engineer,
TE
design process to help you solve problems. It has four main parts:
explore, create, test, and share. It is okay to do a part more than once.
And the parts do not have to go in order. They can go in a circle!

© NASA

Practice being an engineer!
EXP

• S
 upplies for your Moon Base are
inside your LEGO® rocket ship. After
you land, you must get the supplies
out. Then you must:
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Explore a problem.

Create one or more solutions.

SH

2) K
 eep them safe until you need
them.

AR

• D
 esign a way to move the supplies
away from the rocket ship.
• Design a safe place to store the supplies.
• Use only LEGO elements.
• Do not touch the supplies with your hands.

Test the solutions.
• How well do your solutions work?
• Can you think of ways to make them better?

Share what you learn.
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rocket ship.
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Practice being an engineer!
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Group 1: How will you move the supplies away from the rocket ship? Build and
program a model that shows your solution. Try the model and program below, or
design your own.
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Program your model to move forward.

Group 2: How will you safely store the supplies? Build a model that shows your
solution.
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Groups 1 and 2: Record your ideas below. Which of your solutions worked best?
TE
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Do you like to splash in puddles? Or drink from a water fountain? Or swim in a
lake? You cannot do any of these things on the Moon. It has no liquid water at all!
E
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SESSION 4: Water on the Moon
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All living things need water. We use it to drink, grow food, clean, and have fun. How will
you get the water you need to live on the Moon? Below is one idea.
E

E
You
could look Tfor frozen water. You might find
some ice deep under the ground. You might
also find ice in some craters. Craters are the
bowl-shaped holes on the Moon’s surface. You
could look for ice in the bottoms of big craters at
the north and south poles. Once you find ice,
you will have to melt it so you can use it.

Can you think of any other ideas?
Where will you look for water? How will bring the
water to your Moon Base? How will you store it?
How will you use it?

Craters on the Moon form when
objects from outer space hit the
surface at high speeds. Some
of the Moon’s craters are tiny.
Some are huge. The big ones
have names. Most are named
after scientists and explorers.

Let’s explore water on the Moon!

© NASA
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Mini-Build: What is one way that you use water?
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Group 1: Build and program a model that shows how you will look for water on the
Moon. Try the model and program below, or design your own. How will your model
help you look for water?
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Program your model to spin.
Crank

 roup 2: How will you get any water you find back to your Moon Base? How will
G
you store it? How will you use it? Build a model that shows your ideas.
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Groups 1 and 2: Record your ideas below.
TE
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It can come from the sun. It can help you run. It makes cars go. It helps plants
grow. What is it? It’s energy!
E
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SESSION 5: Energy on the Moon
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Energy is what makes things move or work. It helps us do so many things! Grow food.
Warm up. Cool off. Charge cell phones. Light our homes.
E

E
Think
of all the Tways you might use energy on the
Moon. Where will you get the energy you need?
Below is one idea.

You could use solar panels. They collect energy
from sunlight. Days on the Moon can be very hot
and sunny. Solar panels would work well during the
day. You could use batteries to store the energy
you collect. Then you could use it when you need
it — even at night when it is cold and dark.

Days and nights last a long
time on the Moon. One
Moon-day is about as long
as 14 days on Earth! Each
Moon-night is just as long.

Can you think of any other ideas?
How will you get energy for your Moon Base? How will you
store it? How will you use it?

Let’s explore energy on the Moon!

© NASA
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Mini-Build: What is one way that you use energy?
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Group 1: Build and program a model that shows one way you will use energy on
the Moon. Try the model and program below, or design your own. How will your
model help you on the Moon?
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Program your model to open and close.
Grab

 roup 2: How will you get energy for your Moon Base? How will you store it?
G
How will you use it? Build a model that shows your ideas.
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Groups 1 and 2: Record your ideas below.
TE
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Take a deep breath. Now let it out. You do this thousands of times a day. But you
probably do not think much about it. On the Moon, you will need to plan for every
breath you take!
E
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SESSION 6: Air on the Moon
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There is no air on the Moon like there is on Earth. Our air is a mix of many gases. One of
the
A R most important is oxygen. You can’t see, smell, or taste it. Yet nearly all living things
E
TE
need oxygen. That includes us! We must breathe it in to stay alive.
You can bring some oxygen with you on your rocket ship. But you will need to get more after
you land. How will you do this? Below is one idea.

The Moon’s surface is covered with a thick layer
of dust and bits of rock. There is a lot of oxygen
trapped inside the dust and rocks. You could use
a robot to help get it out.
Can you think of any other ideas?
How will you get air for your Moon Base? How
will you keep it inside? What will happen if the air
starts to leak out? Will you have an alarm to tell
you if there is a problem? How will you breathe
when you go outside?

The layer of dust and loose
rock on the Moon is called
regolith. In some places, it
can be up to 50 feet deep!

Let’s explore air on the Moon!

Photos © NASA
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Group 1: Build a model of an alarm for your Moon Base. Try the model and program
below, or design your own. How could you use your alarm to warn people if air starts
leaking out of your Moon Base?

TE

Motion

Program your model to play a sound
when it detects motion.

Tips from the Program Library

RE
LO

	Do you want your alarm to repeat a noise? Try the “4a. Alarm” program from the
Program Library. Then record your own alarm sound or message.
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	Do you want your alarm to light up? Try the “3a. Blink” program from
the Program Library. Then program your alarm to blink in a different color.

 roup 2: How will you get air for your Moon Base? How will you keep it inside? How
G
will you breathe when you go outside? Build a model that shows your ideas.
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Groups 1 and 2: Record your ideas below.
TE
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Living on the Moon is not easy! You will need water, energy, and air. But these
are not the only problems you will have to solve.
E
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SESSION 7: Solving Problems on the Moon
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What will you eat? What will you do in your free time? How will you get around? How will
you talk with your friends and family back on Earth? What other problems could you face?
TE

Pick one problem to explore. Try to find a solution. The supply containers from your
LEGO® rocket ship can help you. Remember those? Blue is for water. Yellow is for energy.
White is for air. Green is for other things you might need.
Think about what might be inside the green container. Food to eat? Books to read? Games
to play? A lunar rover to get around? A satellite dish to keep in touch with people back
home? A 3D printer to make tools and supplies? It’s up to you!

Space images © NASA
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Mini-Build: What do you like to do for fun?
What will you eat on the Moon?
What will you do in your free time?
How will you get around?
What other problems could you face?
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Group 1: Build and program a model to show a solution to a problem that you might
face on the Moon. Try the model and program below, or design your own. How could
your model help solve the problem you chose?
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Program your model to move forward.
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 roup 2: What could be inside the green container from your rocket ship? How
G
could it help solve a problem that you might face on the Moon? Build a model that
shows your ideas.
E
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Groups 1 and 2: Record your ideas below.
TE
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It’s time to create your Moon Base! It should show everything you have learned
during the MISSION MOONSM season.
E
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SESSIONS 8 and 9: Create Your Moon Base

Your Moon Base should…
E

□□ Show how you will get and use at least one of these:
ST

SH
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• Water

• Energy
• Air
□□ Show your solution(s) to any other problem(s) that you explored
□□ Be made of only LEGO® elements
• You may use LEGO bricks, minifigures, baseplates, and other elements.
• You may NOT use glue, paint, or any other art supplies.
□□ Include the LEGO rocket ship
□□ Have at least one motorized part programmed with LEGO ® Education WeDo 2.0
□□ Be no more than 30 in. (76 cm) long and 15 in. (38 cm) wide

Make a plan. Then start building!
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Mini-Build: What should a mini-map of your Moon Base show?
CRE
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AT

How will you get and use water, energy, and/or air?

ST

Water:
TE

Energy:
Air:
Did you explore any other problem(s)? How will you show your solution(s)?
Problem(s):
Solution(s):
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What part will you motorize and program?
E
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How will you include the LEGO rocket ship?

SH

E
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Draw a design for your Moon Base:
AR

TE
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You have learned so much! Now it is time to share what you know. You will start
by making a Show Me poster.
E
AT

EXP

SESSIONS 10 and 11: Make Your Show Me Poster

Your poster should have three main parts: Explore, Create and Test, and Share.
ST

SH

•A R EExplore: What
T E did you learn this season? How did you learn it?
• Create and Test: How did you create your Moon Base and WeDo 2.0 program?
How did you test them? How did you make them better?

• Share: What do you want to share about your team?
You can use words, drawings, and photos on your poster. You can also attach small
objects. Below are some ideas of what you could include in each part of your poster.
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My name is

TE

My Efavorite part of MISSION MOONSM was
ST

E

ST

E
AT

SH

AR

Our Team

T

One thing I learned is

For fun I like to
The questions below can help you with the other parts of your poster.

Explore
Living on the Moon
• What did you learn about living on
the Moon?
• How did you get answers to your
questions?
• Is there anybody you should thank for
helping you? If so, whom?
Water, Energy, and Air
• Why are water, energy, and air important?
• How will you get them on the Moon?
• How will you use them on the Moon?

Create and Test
Our Moon Base
•
•
•
•

What does your Moon Base show?
How did you create it?
Which part is motorized?
Why did you choose to make this part
move?

Our WeDo 2.0 Program
•
•
•
•

What does your program do?
How did you create it?
How did you test it?
How did you improve it?

Other Problems and Solutions
• What other problems could you face on
the Moon?
• Which problem(s) did you explore?
• How did you try to solve the problem(s)?
• How will your solution(s) help you live
on the Moon?
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There are many ways to share what you have
learned. You might:
E
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SESSION 12: Prepare to Share

• Take part in a FIRST ® LEGO® League Jr. Expo.

This is an event where teams share their work. Your
family and friends
can come, too. You will display your
E
TE
Moon Base and Show Me poster. You will also talk with reviewers. Reviewers are
volunteers who will ask friendly questions about your work. They are not judges.
They just want to hear about what you have learned. Everyone will get an award at
the end of the Expo!
ST

SH

AR

• Invite your family and friends to a special team meeting.

Display your Moon Base and Show Me poster. Tell how you made them. Explain how
your program works. Share what you have learned. Let your guests ask questions.
When you are done, celebrate with high-fives!
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The questions below will help you think about what you would like to share.
• What is your team name? Why did you choose it?
ST

E

ST

E
AT

SH

AR

Practice Presentation Questions

E
• TWhat
has been your favorite part of being on your team?

• Did your team design a mission patch? If so, what does it show?
• What did you learn about living on the Moon?
• How did you learn about living on the Moon?
• How will you get water, energy, and/or air on the Moon?
• How will you use water, energy, and/or air on the Moon?
• What other problems could you face on the Moon? Which problem(s), if any, did
your team explore?
• What solution(s) did your team find for any problem(s) that you explored? How could
your solution(s) help you live on the Moon?
• What does your Moon Base show?
• How did you include the LEGO® rocket ship in your design?
• Which part of your Moon Base is motorized? Why did you choose to make this
part move? How does your WeDo 2.0 program make this part move?
• What is your favorite part of your WeDo 2.0 program?
• What is your favorite part of your Moon Base?
• What is the most interesting thing you learned about the Moon?
• Did anything that you learned surprise you? If so, what?
• Would you like to live on the Moon some day? Why or why not?
• Is there anything else you would like to share?

Write Your Own Questions
1)

2)

3)
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LEGO® Education
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Programming
Programming
Blocks
Blocks

FlowFlow
Blocks
Blocks

Motor
Motor
Blocks
Blocks

Start Block
Start Block

Motor This
Motor
Way
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Block
Way Block
Sets theSets
motor
theto
motor
turn the
to turn
axlethe
in the
axle in the
direction
direction
shown and
shown
starts
andthe
starts
motor.
the motor.
Tap on Tap
the block
on thetoblock
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to quickly
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of the rotation.
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When used,
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of a program
string. Press
string.on
Press
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start
it to
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start the
program
program
string you
string
have
you
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have written.

Start On
Start
Message
On Message
Block Block

When used,
Whenalways
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at the beginning
at the beginning
of a program
of a program
string. string.
It will wait
It will
forwait
the for
correct
the correct
message
message
and then
and then
start thestart
program
the program
string you
string
have
you
written.
have written.

Send Message
Send Message

Sends aSends
message
a message
to the Programming
to the Programming
Canvas.Canvas.
Every Start
Every
OnStart
Message
On Message
Block Block
with thewith
same
themessage
same message
will be activated.
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The message
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in the
beform
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of form
text or
of text or
numbers.
numbers.

Wait For
Wait For

Use thisUse
block
thistoblock
tell the
to tell
program
the program
to wait for
to wait for
something
something
to happen.
to happen.
It can wait
It can
forwait
a setfor a set
amountamount
of time of
or time
for input
or forfrom
input
a sensor.
from a sensor.
This block
Thisalways
block always
requiresrequires
input ininput
orderintoorder to
work properly.
work properly.

RepeatRepeat
Block Block

Use thisUse
block
thistoblock
repeat
to actions.
repeat actions.
Blocks placed
Blocks placed
inside the
inside
Repeat
the Repeat
Block will
Block
be will be
looped.looped.
This can
This
also
can
bealso
called
be the
called
“loop
the “loop
block.” block.”
The loop
The
can
loop
be can
repeated
be repeated
forever,forever,
for a certain
for a certain
amountamount
of time,of
ortime,
until or until
something
something
happens.
happens.

Start On
Start
KeyOn
Press
Key Block
Press Block

When used,
Whenalways
used, always
placed placed
at the at the
beginning
beginning
of a program
of a program
string. Press
string.on
Press
it, on it,
or on the
or correct
on the correct
letter on
letter
the keyboard
on the keyboard
to start to
thestart
program
the program
string you
string
have
you have
written. written.
All of the
Allprogram
of the program
strings strings
with thewith the
same letter
samewill
letter
startwill
at start
the same
at thetime.
same time.
To change
To change
the letter
theofletter
activation,
of activation,
long long
press on
press
the block
on thetoblock
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to get access
to the to the
keyboard.
keyboard.

Motor That
MotorWay
ThatBlock
Way Block

Sets theSets
motor
theto
motor
turn the
to turn
axlethe
in the
axle in the
direction
direction
shown and
shown
starts
andthe
starts
motor.
the motor.
Tap on Tap
the block
on thetoblock
quickly
to quickly
changechange
the
the
direction
direction
of the rotation.
of the rotation.

Motor Power
Motor Power
Block Block
Sets theSets
motor
the power
motor to
power
the specified
to the specified
level level
and starts
and the
starts
motor.
the The
motor.
level
Thecan
level
becan
set be set
with a numeric
with a numeric
input from
input
0 to
from
10. 0 to 10.
Motor On
Motor
For On
Block
For Block
Starts the
Starts
motor
thefor
motor
a chosen
for a chosen
amountamount
of time of time
specified
specified
in seconds.
in seconds.
The amount
The amount
of timeof time
can be can
set with
be set
a numeric
with a numeric
input, using
input,whole
using whole
or decimal
or decimal
numbers.
numbers.
Motor Off
Motor
Block
Off Block
Stops any
Stops
movement
any movement
of the motor.
of the motor.

LED LED
Blocks
Blocks
Light Block
Light Block
Lights up
Lights
the LED
up the
onLED
the Smarthub
on the Smarthub
in a
in a
color.
The
color
can be changed
specificspecific
color. The
color
can
be changed
with with
a numeric
input between
0 and 10.
a numeric
input between
0 and 10.

Sound
Sound
Blocks
Blocks
Play Sound
Play Sound

Plays a Plays
sound.
a sound.
The sound
The is
sound
chosen
is chosen
from from
a list available
a list available
within the
within
software.
the software.
You canYou
choose
can choose
a sounda using
soundausing
numeric
a numeric
input. Choose
input. Choose
sound number
sound number
0 to play
0 to
a play a
sound that
sound
youthat
have
you
recorded
have recorded
yourself.yourself.

Display
Display
Blocks
Blocks
DisplayDisplay
Background
Background

Use thisUse
block
thistoblock
display
to display
an image
an chosen
image chosen
from a list
from
available
a list available
within the
within
software.
the software.
You canYou
setcan
an image
set an using
imageausing
numeric
a numeric
input. input.
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DisplayDisplay
Block Block

Use thisUse
block
thistoblock
opentothe
open
display
the display
area onarea on
the software
the software
screen.screen.
Numbers
Numbers
or text will
or text will
appearappear
in the display
in the display
area. area.

Add toAdd
Display
to Display

Adds a Adds
quantity
a quantity
to the number
to the number
currently
currently
shown on
shown
the display.
on the display.
Enter the
Enter
number
the number
you wish
you
to wish
add. to
Tap
add.
on Tap
the block
on thetoblock to
changechange
the mathematical
the mathematical
operation.
operation.

Subtract
Subtract
from Display
from Display

Subtracts
Subtracts
a quantity
a quantity
from the
from
number
the number
shown on
shown
the display.
on the display.
Enter the
Enter
number
the number
you wish
you
to wish
subtract.
to subtract.
Tap on Tap
the block
on thetoblock to
changechange
the mathematical
the mathematical
operation.
operation.

Multiply
Multiply
DisplayDisplay

Multiplies
Multiplies
the number
the number
shown shown
on the on
display
the display
by a specified
by a specified
number.number.
Enter the
Enter
number
the number
you wish
you
to wish
multiply
to multiply
by.
by.
Tap on the
Tap block
on thetoblock
change
to change
the mathematical
the mathematical
operation.
operation.

Divide Divide
DisplayDisplay

DividesDivides
the number
the number
shown on
shown
the display
on the display
by another
by another
number.number.
Enter the
Enter
number
the number
you wish
you
to wish
divide
to by.
divide
Tap by.
on Tap
the block
on thetoblock to
changechange
the mathematical
the mathematical
operation.
operation.

DisplayDisplay
ClosedClosed

Shake Shake

Inputs the
Inputs
Tilt the
Sensor
Tilt Sensor
mode “Shake”
mode “Shake”
to a
to a
block. block.

Tilt Down
Tilt Down

Inputs the
Inputs
Tilt the
Sensor
Tilt Sensor
mode “Tilt
mode
Down”
“Tilt to
Down”
a to a
block. block.

Tilt Up Tilt Up

Inputs the
Inputs
Tilt the
Sensor
Tilt Sensor
mode “Tilt
mode
Up”“Tilt
to aUp” to a
block. block.

Tilt That
TiltWay
That Way

Inputs the
Inputs
Tilt the
Sensor
Tilt Sensor
mode “Tilt
mode
That
“Tilt
Way”
That
toWay” to
a block.a block.

Tilt This
Tilt
Way
This Way

Inputs the
Inputs
Tilt the
Sensor
Tilt Sensor
mode “Tilt
mode
This“Tilt
Way”
ThistoWay” to
a block.a block.

Tilt Sensor
Tilt Sensor
No Tilt No Tilt

Inputs the
Inputs
Tilt the
Sensor
Tilt Sensor
mode “No
mode
Tilt”“No Tilt”
(or horizontal
(or horizontal
position)
position)
to a block.
to a block.

Distance
Distance
SensorSensor
Input Input

Inputs the
Inputs
value
thedetected
value detected
by the Motion
by the Motion
Sensor Sensor
(from 0 (from
to 10)0totoa 10)
block.
to a block.

Numeric
Numeric
and and
Text Text
Inputs
Inputs

Use thisUse
block
this to
block
closetothe
close
display
the display
area onarea on
the software
the software
screen.screen.
Tap on Tap
the block
on thetoblock
change
to change
the size.the size.

Sound Sound
SensorSensor
Change
Change

DisplayDisplay
Medium
Medium
Size Size

Number
Number
Input Input

Use thisUse
block
thistoblock
set the
to set
display
the display
area to area to
mediummedium
size. size.
Tap on Tap
the block
on thetoblock
change
to change
the size.the size.

DisplayDisplay
Full Size
Full Size

Inputs the
Inputs
Sound
the Sensor
Sound Sensor
(from the
(from
device)
the device)
mode “sound
mode “sound
level change”
level change”
to a block.
to a block.
Inputs aInputs
numeric
a numeric
value tovalue
a block.
to a block.

Text Input
Text Input

Inputs aInputs
text value
a texttovalue
a block.
to a block.

Use thisUse
block
thistoblock
set the
to set
display
the display
area to area to
full size.full
Tap
size.
on Tap
the block
on thetoblock
change
to change
the
the
size. size.

DisplayDisplay
Input Input

Sensors
Sensors
Inputs
Inputs

Random
Random
Input Input

Any Distance
Any Distance
Change
Change

Inputs the
Inputs
Motion
the Motion
Sensor Sensor
mode “Any
mode “Any
Distance
Distance
Change”
Change”
to a block.
to a block.

Distance
Distance
Change
Change
CloserCloser

Inputs the
Inputs
Motion
the Motion
Sensor Sensor
mode mode
“decreasing
“decreasing
distance
distance
between
between
the
the
sensor sensor
and an and
object”
an object”
to a block.
to a block.

Inputs the
Inputs
numeric
the numeric
value shown
value shown
on the on
dis-the display area
play
to area
a block.
to a block.
Inputs aInputs
random
a random
value tovalue
a block.
to a block.
The range
The of
range
numbers
of numbers
is determined
is determined
by the by the
block toblock
which
toitwhich
is attached.
it is attached.

Other
Other
Blocks
Blocks
BubbleBubble

Use theUse
bubble
the bubble
to inserttocomments
insert comments
into your
into your
program.
program.
This is not
Thisaisprogramming
not a programming
block. block.

Distance
Distance
Change
Change
FurtherFurther

Inputs the
Inputs
Motion
the Motion
Sensor Sensor
mode mode
“increasing
“increasing
distance
distance
between
between
the
the
sensor sensor
and an and
object”
an object”
to a block.
to a block.
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Glossary
3D printer

A machine that creates three-dimensional objects by
building them one layer at a time

air

Inspire Set

A Challenge-specific LEGO® Education set
containing about 700 LEGO elements that a team
can use to build its Team Model

A mixture of gases, including oxygen, that surrounds
Earth and that people and animals breathe; you
cannot see, smell, or taste air

lunar rover

airlock

moon base

A small room that people can use to move between
two places with different air pressures; the room has
an airtight door to each place, but only one door is
allowed to be open at a time

core values

A vehicle used by astronauts to drive on the Moon’s
surface
A building on the Moon where astronauts can live
and work; the Team Model for MISSION MOON is a
Moon Base

motor

A machine that can be used to make something else
move

Guidelines that help people know how to act; the
Core Values of FIRST ® are: Discovery, Innovation,
Impact, Inclusion, Teamwork, and Fun

motorize

crater

oxygen

A bowl-shaped hole created by something hitting
a surface; craters on the Moon form when objects
from outer space hit the Moon’s surface at high
speeds

energy

The ability to make things move or work; all energy
is either kinetic (moving energy) or potential (stored
energy); energy cannot be created or destroyed,
but it can change from one form to another

engineer

A person who designs solutions to problems

engineering design process

The steps that an engineer uses to design a
solution to a problem: Explore a problem; Create
one or more solutions; Test the solutions; Share
what you learn

FIRST ® LEGO® League Jr. Expo

An event where FIRST ® LEGO® League Jr. teams
come together to share what they learned during
the Challenge season; each team presents its Team
Model and Show Me poster to volunteers called
reviewers, and each team member gets an award

Inspire Model

A Challenge-specific model made of LEGO®
elements that is included in the Inspire Set and
that must be incorporated into the Team Model; the
Inspire Model for MISSION MOONSM is a LEGO
rocket ship
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To give something a motor to make it move
A gas that nearly all living things need to survive

prototype

A model of something that can be used to test an
idea

regolith

The layer of dust and loose rock on the surface of
the Moon

satellite dish

A bowl-shaped antenna that sends information to
and/or receives information from a satellite orbiting
Earth, the Moon, or another planet or moon

Show Me poster

The poster that a FIRST LEGO League Jr.
team creates to show what they learned and
accomplished during the Challenge season

solar panel

A device that captures energy from sunlight and
changes it into energy that people can use

solution

A way to solve a problem

Team Model

The model that a FIRST LEGO League Jr. team
designs and builds using LEGO elements to show
what they learned during the Challenge season; it
must include the Challenge-specific Inspire Model
and at least one motorized part programmed with
LEGO Education WeDo 2.0; the Team Model for
MISSION MOON is a Moon Base

Notes and Drawing Area
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Notes and Drawing Area
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Name:
Team Name:
Countdown to
MISSION MOONSM!
Let’s
explore the
challenges of living
on the Moon.

We need your
ideas to help build
a Moon Base.

Be sure to
share what
you learn!
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